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THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
~ccasions when Big Business jockeys for
non and profit under cover of som
good .. ~he imp_ression is not remove~
negottattons whtch arc following the det):lt!Oi,-t:::r
DAYLIGHT
The most important event of the Qlt~~~...,.•··~~.
was that the group of peers who n.-r+n..- ..~1[~
so notable a public service in October
'returned to the charge on 2 nd Februa
the House of Lords on that date, the?'
·
whcth_er the proposed Royal
the Btrth Rate covered the condition f lile,.t;'·~'#.~
soil in relation to the health of man
and plant. On this occasion it was' not the.
D~kc of Norfolk, but L~nJ Snel~ who
objected on behalf of the Government that
there was no evidence whatever that
.. He was, however, talking about. · ' ·
tntton' where Lord Portsmouth and his
leagues were talking about Vitality. Q
~eaders shou;d bear in mind that there i$:
tmportant tf subtle d:stinction
Vitality and the absence of poverty. It is"""'"..,..,,,.,.
known that physical debility can, and otb~J(~~·'JI
docs, lead to an ~ndue if temporary proun~~
cacy, as happened tn the hungry forties
century, long before medicine and saiJlitaitioii
came to mitigate the effects of incllll~t,ri<tliam
Tr.ue Vitafity excludes sudden jumps in
lauon, as It excludes our present decline.
. If ~he . Ro~al <:om mission proceeds
thts basts, It wtll dtscover a striking
d~nc~, in time and place, between our
vttahty, the impact of a full Ind
general use of chemical manures
alarming enfeeb1ement of our lives~.

LIMELIGHT
The most conspicuous event of the quarter, if not the most important, has been the
attack of the National Farmers' Union on the
Minister of Agriculture over prices. The Minister decreed increases in farm workers' wages
totalling fifteen millions a year, and announced in«;reased prices for products totalling nine
millions. The sca'e of our national expen.diture is now such that a!l politicians were
staggered by such a fuss over a mere bagatelle
of six millions less a year.
We predicted a long time ago that the
Govc:-nment had no intention of allowing
farmers to get away with substantially increased profits. Now that it is no longer
even frightened, the uncomfortable and uncon$"enial. policy of . supporting agriculture
agamst Btg Bustness IS to be reversed with as
little crashing of gears as possible.
FALSE DAWN
We have every sympathy with the longoppressed farm worker, and much with the
farmer.. ~ut the real.tra?itional and family
farmer Is til served by hts Union which is
almost e~tircly under the control of the large
commerctal farmers who don't give a twopenny damn for the state of farming in the
next generaion. After them the deluge. As
we have also pointed out, the first smart alec
who calle~ ~griculture an industry gave the
whole posltton a~~Y· The emphasis should
have been on .fertdtty, survival, ·and the balance of the realm, As it was, the manoeuvres
and debates were curiously reminiscent of the

°
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A NEW DLACK DEATH?
Sir Albert I Ioward, that untiring paladin
of sound farming, has incited a new authority
to enter the field. Mr. F. Sykes, of Chute,
·wiltshire, is a considerable farmer who
adopted composting and the exclusion of
artificial manures to remedy disastrous
plagues among his herds.
Mr. Sykes has developed his thesis in a
series of three articles which have all the importance of competent analysis of undoubted
fact. The first two appeared in The Compost
News Letter in June and October, 1943
(Saddlers Close, Holmes Chapel, Cheshire).
The last was in The Medical Press and
Circular of 22nd January. It was supported,
ably and significantly, by a long Eclitorial.
He gives a lucid proof of his thesis that
the refertilisation of the soil of England is a
problem not chemical but biological. He
predicts that unless we return speedily to
sauity we shall "endure the terrible agony of
a wide visitation of plague or disease which
will make the Black Death appear like a
wmmer's afternoon picnic in comparison."
The shocking nature of this prediction arises
from the fact thJt Mr. Sykes is not a rhetorician or bureJucrat trying to make our flesh
creep, but a farmer talking of his own exper1ences.
P LOUGHMAN'S FOLLY
There has been a good deal of excitement in the British and American Press over
a book with this title, not yet available in
England, written by Mr. Edward Faulkner.
This gentleman holds that all our ills, from
p!ant disease to erosion, are caused by the
plough. We are to hold that it is a major
error to turn over the top soil so that weeds
are buried, and he has devised a type of disc
harrow which simply cuts and mixes the surface soil without inversion.
We hope that no one will be disturbed or
impressed. It appears from the published
publicity that in America, or at least in Mr.
Faulkner's part of America, farmers do not
consolidate the soil, and harrow for a tilth,
after ploughing. It also appears, and this is
something we have reason to suspect from
other American practices, that they do not

~ufTcr from weeds of the type of couch grass,

which multiply as the roots arc chopped up.
In England, the disc harrow is responsible
for increased trouble from couch grass and
ot the plough, but monosimilar \\'eeds.
culture; not inversion, but inadequate culti\·ation; are the villains of the piece.
MACHINES A D WHEELBARROWS
In a good deal of the propaganda for
composting of manures there has been an
insistence on machinery to overcome the argument that the labour component would be
excessive.
While this is no doubt true of composting
on large farms, we think it desirable to repeat
here that one of the main virtues of composting is the utter simplicity of its essential
processes. Its efficiency is in inverse ratio to
the scale of operation, and any small man
with a wheelbarrow and a spade and fork can
achieve perfect results. We say this because
as composting becomes fashionable, some
business man will put on the market a
machine to make composting "economical"
for gardens and small farms. The classic
tools arc, and will remain, what we have
indicated above.
We have received from the National
Catholic Rural Life Conference of America a
statement of principles and methods adopted
in January last. Under the title of Rural Life
in a Peaceful World, that important body has
produced a manifesto which is entirely sound
and entirely practicaL We note with pleasure
re.ferences to the pronouncements of twelve
Popes, from the fifteenth century to the present day, defending and supporting the life of
the land. It would be a service to the whole
cause of social justice if the Conference could
set out for us the actual words of this long
series of documents from Sixtus IV to Pius

XII.
Whatever may be said in favour of the
Victorians, it is pretty generally admitted that
few of them were to be trusted within reach
of a trowel and a pile of bri~ks.-P. G. Wadehouse in Summer Moonshine.
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THE EFFECT OF ARTIFICIALS
IN CEYLON
By CECIL D. BACHELOR
man in scratching a living from
MODERN
thr. earth has done some peculiar things,
but perhaps the strangest thing he has ~ccom
plishcd is the breeding of pests and diseases
to destroy and devour the crops which he has
endeavoured to grow.
The fact that pests and diseases are the
outcome of man's own mismanagement of the
soil is undeniable, and the biggest factor of
mismanagement is the usc of chemicals. A
healthy soil produces hdthy plants and a
hea!thy plant seldom, if ever, becomes the
victim of either pests or diseases; a crop grown •
on chemicals, howc1 er, becomes a happy
hunti ng ground for every conceivable form of
·
attack.
The rubber planters ·i n Ceylon have
brought about a 1 cry unh:~ppy state of affairs
in the shape of Oidium and Fornes. Both
these diseases are now claiming victims by the
thousand, ~nd making steady inroads into the
low-lying rubber plantations.
Some brty years ago, when organic
manure was the only manure used, Oidium
and Fornes were practically unheard of. With
the advent of chemicals the trouble began and
has steadily g~own until it has now reached
alarming proportions.
Sulphur sprays, poisons, and all the
deadly weapons of modern science has been
brought to bear upon the invader without
result, other than the loss of- crop, an•!
revenue, to the planter and the increased sales
and profits to the chemical combines.
It seems hard to believe that the planting
industry cannot see the folly of poisoning its
soil and killing its capital asset- the trees, but
the planter has become so mesmerised under
the will of the chemists that he can think in
no other terms· than N.P.K., sulphur dust,
etc., etc.

The research stations, abcrricultural "dl ·
· ... 1sers
.
chemical experts and the whole retinue of .'1
~
.
d
.
.
mmers, tw1st an turn In an endeavour t
fin~ a way .to combat the. disastrous results 0~
thetr teachtngs ; not havwg the courag
h onesty, to turn to mot h er earth and to e, ·,or
· ask'
l1er w hat she IS
t 0f
· mg f or-a natural d'Iegl\e
.
orgamc manure.

VOCATION IN WORK

The day of reckoning will surely co
and the rubber tree retreating before th me,
. e· atd
. o ·d·
tack wg 1 tum an Fornes will be d nven
from the Island of Ceylon, leaving behind
infertile soil riddled with pests and disea an
ses.

REVIEW
THE COMPOST GARDENER, by F.
C. King, with a For·eword by Sir Albert
H oward (Titus Wilson and Son, Ltd.,
Kendal. 3 /-)
This is a n admirable book. Husbandr
y
.
..
d
art, an wnnng IS an art: the two are
an
IS
rarel y found together. The good gardener
cannot write abo ut it, and the fluent contributor to the farmi ng Press is rarely a safe guide
to farming. Here (with some assistance from
Sir Albert I:Ioward,'s .hard-worked secretary)
the two are 111 assoc1at10n on the soundest and
most competent lines. Both philosophy and
detail of this book are safe and ample. It wil:
be relished especially by gardeners in the
northern half of England, for most of the
textbooks are for the south, and are often mis.
leading on that account.

.

There are no half-measul-es, and no compromise with fashion, in Mr. King. "There
is no place for mineral inorganic fertilisers in
a well-conducted garden."
Sir Albert contributes not only a foreword, but practical instruction on compost
heaps and fertility.
Buy this book, but do not lend it to your
best friend; you will never get it back.

I

ttlndustrial employment is what he is fitted for"

,.

OUR POLICY BECOMES OFFICIAL

IN May and June, 1943, the official representatives of forty-four nations met at Hot
Springs, Virginia, to discuss the critical problems of Food and Agriculture.
The delegates were administrators and
technicians, and it is not surprising that their
lengthy findings emphasised thest aspects of
the problem. It is even less surprising that
they were also emphasised by the Press of the
world, to the exclusion of solemn agreements
on the more radical problems of the land.
We have now had the opportunity of
perusing the sixty-one large pages of the final
findings of the Conference. From them we
extract the following passages : The United Nations Conference on Food
and Agriculture

RECOMMENDS
,r. (a) That the inherent natural and econ-

omic advantagu of any area should determine the farming systems adopted and the
commodities produced in that area;
(b) That farming systems should be so
designed as:
( i) To maintain soil fertility at levels
which will sustain yields and ensure adequate return for labour;
( ii) To protect crops and livestock
from major pests and diseases;
(iii) To favour steady employment
throughout the year.
(These three ends, in general and save in
exceptional circumstances, can best be assured by balanced mixed rotational farming
and by avoidance of single-crop production,
or monoculture).

(c) That production of nutritionally dedesirable foods which ~an be obtazned from
elsewhere only with dzfficulty or. not at all
is a special obligation of the agn culture of
every country;
(d) In every region subject to .drought
(occasional or in the form of sharply marked periodic dry seasom) suitable measures
should be undertaken, partly by stor~ge and
partly by diversification of productwn and
development of water resources and cultural practices;
(e) Land used or likely to be required
jPY agriculture should be protected from
erosion;
(f) The spread of existing knowledge by
education and the development of new
knowledge by research should be consta~tly
promoted, and that in these matters nattans
can co-operate to great advantage;

CO SERVING LAND AND WATER
RESOURCES
Whereas:
1.-Soil et·osiotz has in tl1e past destroyed
or severely limited the utility of vast areas of
land and will in the future, unless checked,
constitute the greatest physical danger to the
world's food produc:ion;

highly significa nt tha t it went as far
ib!e in this direction in the followingas possmendation (p. 54) :recorn.
.
" The system ~f tenure under which land
1s oclpera~e? has da nhimpor tant bearing upon its
pro uc ti vity an t e we 1fare of the p d
rf h
. l
e two essentia
s to the producer roa ucer ·
.
f
.
re (a)
sec unty .o t~ nure to In sure maintepancc and
prog ressive Improvement of productivity of
the land, a n~ (b) opportunity for obtainin
returns suffiClCmt to enable him not onl g
· · h1mse
·
l£ an d hIs· family at a Ydto
m amtam
..
naed
d
g1uate stan ard of nutntJon and comfort, but
a sdo to pay .da equate :vages to his labourers
an to prov1 e a margm for the develop
.
n1ent
of t h e lan d and Its resources The ma· ·
.
f
th
.
JOnty
o f t he popu 1atJon o
e world lives b th
land. Most of this vast number are ; al~
individual producers."
m
We may therefore conclude that fort _
four of the nations of the world are n yagr~ed on the following capital points of ~:
policy long .advocated by this modest organ :
r.-Secunty of tenure, that is, property, for
the worker on the land.
2.-Mixed rotational farming.
3.-Monoculture means erosion.
4.-Erosion is "the greatest physical danger
to the world's food production."
SI?all f~rming i~ cl~se social and spiritual
groupwgs Js a stnct Implication of these
agr.eements. There is n?w no valid spiritual,
social. or ev~n economic argument against
our aims. Fmance and the irrational urban
obsessions arc now the on ly lions in the path.

2.-Failure to conserve and control
water supplies and to use them efficiently
has, in many areas, precluded important
potential increase in food production;
J.-To meet the food needs of the growing world population and to ensure l1igh
nutritional .<tandards, all land in agricultural
use or suitable for being brought into agricultural use should be adequately protected from
erosion and from any other serious damage
by various measures, including structural
work and the insurance of satisfactory agricultural systems and husbandry practices;

FOR STEPHEN rvtAXWELL
(Died of wounds near Mignano, 12th
January, 1944. Aged 19)

4.-The conserving of land and water resources should be regarded as an obligation
of governmen'tf as well as individuals.

Dear· lad, the world was at your feet.
Without a check their august beat

It is perhaps not surprising that the Conference refrained from any formal endorsement of peasant proprietOI:ship, in view of the
conRict of interests represented. But it 1s

Passed the high gates. Your path to Rome
\Vent onward-and you were at home.

STERILE MAGIC
By TH E REV. H. E . G . ROPE, M.A.
is a good example of modern belief
H ERE
in m agic. The special correspondent ot

fertiliser). For more than a century they
have misruled mankind at their own sweet
will, and now they have the face to pretend
that the remedy of the waste and want they
have inflicted is to enlarge their dominion.
In the same way it is taken for granted that
the sale of the means of murdering the unborn
is the only remedy for thr dearth of "man
power" (Finance having thus mechanized the
images of God). Was there ever known, in
African jungle or Australian Bush, a superstition so abject and unnatural as this, which
passes now for enlightenment in London?
No wonder that Finance and its planners
deem that our people need, especially in wartime during the fortunate absence of the
fathers and multiplied invasions of family
Iife, to be vaccinated with an education that
~hall make them immune from human traditions and the ordinary life of mankind.
Why should we seek to be dr.ceived?
Step by step our degradation has been planned
and put in practice under cover of "efficiency," alleged war needs, and other smokescreens. In the face of experience, in defiance
of their own scientists and investigators!, in
contempt of the most fierv writing on tht"
wall, in scorn of the clearest lesson oj two
world wars, the secret lords, the vampires ot
the international piracy called Finance, have
been steadily, during our mortai peril, undermining the family, encouraging the hellish
trade in contraceptives and the worst of "war
criminals," those who profit by it. Having
been rid of the flower of Christian manhood
by the first world-war, they seem to have set
about the ruin of Christian womanhood in
the second. Under pretex-t of patriotism they
recklessly subjected women to conscription,
breaking up the nome which is the bond of
society (as they have robbed the soil of its
bond of humus). They have knowingly
jeopardised the motherhood of that "brighter

the Manchester Guardian wrote from New
Delhi on August 17th last: "Following the
announcement of the appointment of a postwar Public Committee, the Governmeot of
India proposes the constitution of another
committee to deal with agriculture, fisheries
and forests. More intensive methods of cultivation, the largt:r use of fertilisets, and collective farming should increase the country's
productive capacity substantially. Colonel
Brayne, formerly the rural development commissioner in the Punjab, has expressed the
fear that unless prompt measures are J.dopted
to prevent soil erosion India is destined to
become a second Sahara. The cutting down
of forests that has been taking place, particularly since the start of the war, is bound to
affect India's agricultural production after the
war. Another problem likely to engage the
attention of the committee is the extent to
which land previously under fodder has been
brought under food crops, thus creating a
shortage of fodder. Modern methods of agriculture are essential, particularly in provinces
like Bengal, to enable more land to be restored to fodder cultivation." (Manchester Guard·
ian, r8th August, 1943). (Italics mine).
"Steriliser" would be a truer name than
"fertiliser" for the violent and poisonou~
stimulants so hugely profitable to predatory
commerce and so certain to bring about that
soil erosion of which they are a main cause.
The patient is sick, so more strychnine is
needed to restore his strength. The vampires
are sucking the life out of husbandry, and so
we are told that the urgent neea is more
power to the vampires. Also, of course, it i~
necessary to restore mure land to grass, since .
beasts are more profitable to Finance, whose
gain is the supreme law, comoared wherewith
the perishing of vast multitudes by famine
would be but a slight misfortune. (It is
strange that the moderns who love sterilisation should ascribe magic power to the word

For example, The Rape of the Earth, 1935, the
findings of able Government surveyors.

-H.R.
8
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future" of which they prate fo r election ~ur
poses. They have persistently mocked God
with lying catchwords; they now m~c~ o.ur
Redeemer with an " agreed" Chnstwmty
which is not Christian. They have. callc~ the
chivalry of Britai n to do battle wnh H1tler,
and after more than fou r years of immense
heroi sm, have they not betrayed them . to
Stal in, the "fluidity of labour" a ~d the .Jntense imminent peril of world famme, wh.lCh
they are hastening on by their devasta tmg
"fertili sers" ? Exsurgat Deus.

CRIES

OF

" Gi\ c us of your copper,
Give us of your gold ,
Buy our Cambridge cabbage
(Dehydrated cabbage),
Cabbage two yea rs old!"
So the men of Cambridge
A nd of Ditton cry,
With the m en of Torry
(Where on earth is Torry?),
" Come to us and buy I"

THE DIGNITY OF LABOUR
By GEORGE MAXWELL
ERE can be but few people who have
T Hnot
heard at some time or other of the

Science still will have its say and middlemen
their grab,
Take the British cabbage and consign it to the
lab,
On a lorry into Torry (where is Torry?) green
and gay,
· 'W here yo u desiccate its noble leaves arid
sq ueeze its heart to hay
And pack it up in cellophane and label it
complete
(Say at Ditton), and the Briton gets the
residue to eat.

CAMBRIDGE

r" visions

of a revolution zn the food
habits of the nation . . . for the last three
years almost all the work at .. . Torry,
Ditton and Cambridge has been devoted to
deliydration . .. . Cabbage, storage time two
years."- Daily Telegraph J.

"Give us of your copper,
Give us of your gold,
Buy our Cambridge cabbage
(Dehydrated cabbage),
Cabbage two years old.
Meat is better mummied,
Milk is nicer dry,
But the pick is cabbage
(Dehydrated cabbage)
Come to us and buy!"

"Give us of your copper,
Give us of your gold,
Buy our Cambridge cabbage
(Dehydrated cabbage),
Cabbage two years old!"
So the men of science
To the housewife cry,
"Quit the local market
(Stupid local market!),
Com e to us and buy!"

-HELEN PARRY EDEN

{keproduced by permission of tl1e
Proprietors of Punc!J)

He remembered its lovelin ess when
Chateau-Gaillard had been innocent of pulp
mdls . . . . There had been a strip of green
meadowland by the waterside grazed by oldfashioned French cattle, and the stream had
swept through it in deep pools and gl ittering
shallows, while above it pine and birch had
clunbed in virgin magnificence to the crests.
Now all the loveliness nad been butchered to
enable s.ome shoddy newspaper to debauch
the publtc soul.-folzh Buchan in Sic!( H eart
River.

Housewife, does your household spurn its
cabbage with a frown?
Say it comes from Timbuctoo and they will
wo!f it down.
Cabbage from Alaska, cabbage from Turin,
Cabbage fro m Siberia, cabbage from Pekin,
Cabbage from Coolgardie, cabbage from
JodhporeBut never from the little man who grows it
:round the door.
8
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man condemned to sub-human labour is
urged to do it with a supernatural motive and
thus quieten his uneasy spirit and at the same
time supcrnaturalise his work and offer the
who!e of it to God.
Dignity may be regarded from the natural
plane alone. There is something higher than
this and the call is raised from the natural to
the supernatural plane. "He can sanctify his
labour. " The workman who has seen his
own and his fellow workman's labour degraded, despairs. He knows this is untrue,
but he hea rs it from pulpit, Press and pious
lips and has no answer when his less spiritual
workmates scoff at belief in such rubbish.
To sa nctify is the prerogative of The
Holy Spirit. If the word "sanctify" as used
in the phrase "sa nctify one's labour" means
the directing of one's actions in a "salutary"
m anner, i.e., in a manner conducive to salvation, then "sa nctify" in this sense would seem
to be sy nonymous with "holiness," or tending
to holiness. In this sense all labour is prayer.
The key word is "holiness, " a word so abused
th:~t it has almost lost intelligent meaning.
"Holiness" means wholeness, and so understood will be acknowledged by all but the
perverse to be the goal at which to aim.
Man by his nature as a rational anima l
needs for hi s natural life an integral body and
soul. Called to a supernatural life and destiny, with supernatural gifts (grace) to work
to this end, wholeness in him must embrace
grace, spirit, matter, in this order and work
as one. When in a man these three are one,
this oneness or wholeness is called holiness.
Division or dis-order destroys the integrit:y or
oneness and thus arises un-holiness. Th at
which is unholy cannot be sanctified. How
this affects men in their work may be known
by consideration of the relationship between
God, man and all things else. God made the
world not chaotically but with ord er and
purpose. Every part di ~ posed to harmonise
with the other parts and each individual part
with the whole collectively. Man is within
this ord er. Endowing him with intellect and
free will, God calls upon man to play his part
in the perfecting of this order or plan. Each

"Dia nity of labour." By "dignity" is meant,
the 0 possession and maintenance of those
powers which exalt a man to act ~onsistently
with the worth and greatness of h1s nature as
a rational being, despising the paltry and
mea n. There are many men who know and
understand wherein dignity lies in labour.
The call to the man working in the industrial
system to realise the dignity of his labour,
has long been suspect by him of being pious
or political dope. Dope to soothe that irritation of the spirit, which is aroused when a
man knows or suspects that in some way or
other his manhood as expressed in his labour
is being degraded or oppressed. · His efforts
to give articulate expression to that irritation
have been fr ustrated by fear engendered by
the necessity of getting a living somehow, and
also by the lack of understanding by those to
whom he normally looks for guidance in
matters of the spirit; lack of understanding of
the principles which govern human work or
of how the principles apply. Many men who
have seen their work decline from an acknowledged nobility to a degrading servitude to a
hruta lising system, were, when not openl y
contem ptuous of such a call, silent out of
respect for those who should have understood,
did not, but "meant well." It is to be feared
that this silence has contributed to the spread
of a further and greater degradation. The
call to dignity has worn thin, and there are
few who ca n now be deceived by it. A new
dope must be provided if the uneasy spirit is
to be quieted. Something more potent and
less easil y detected. Pious minds have turned
to the spiritual sphere. The man in the factory does not commonly examine closely into
spiritual terms unless he happens to be a
militant un believer or on that wav. Three
cliches, each true when used in its ~ight context, but a dangerous falsehood when used
otherwise, seem in their misuse to have provided the foundation for the new sp<;cific.
"What matters is the salvation of the soul."
"A man can save his soul in any circumstances," and "To labour is to pray." The
II

It is unholy because it violates the natu.re of
ma n and is not in accord with God's Order.
No ma n can be called upon to stultify his
God-~iven f.ac~ ties . In hi s freedom and personahty he 1s ltke God, and his vocation is to
ga in . merit in everyt?ing he does by the
e.xerose of th es~ fac ulties. Perh aps an obj ectiOn may be ra1sed here with regard to freedom. " H ave not men always worked under
masters' orders ?" and "Do not religious renounce freedom in order to serve God?" T 0
this it may be answered: The freedom denied
or renounced was in the choice of work. In
all cases they were free in the execution of
the work. The work was their own. So too
its praise or blame, its encouragement or
shame. It is this latter freedom that is allimportant, because it preserves in the workman the likeness to God. This is in contrast
to work under industrialism, wherein the
workman may have some choice in what
work he does but none in its execution. As
th e obj ective ~nd . of man-the Glory of God
-and the subJeCtive end-his own happiness
both in this life and the next-depend upo~
the conformity with his nature, the result of
this violation is that labour becomes hateful.
That men denied joy in work try to compensate by an excess of pleasure, and that they
tend to become animal-like. They may be
very quiet and disciplined, so too they may be
very profitable, but they are almost deprived
of their God-given power of reason and freew~ll, and become creatures of instinct only.
?lve. the~ pleasure or leisure and they will
hke lt. Give them (social) security and th ey
are satisfied. But these thin g~ do not make
them men. Before th ey wi!l care for or
understand things spiritual. whether in their
own lives o~ in social. life, thev must get back
t? the exerose of their natur:tl spiritual faculties.
A few ye:trs ago the Catholic pulpit and
Press warned us against the superman, against
the idea that men should be like gods. Now
they urge that the spiritual martyrs under
industrialism shall sanctify their sub-human
labour, and some of us are asking: "Shall
men be like beasts?"
Repentance means a return-a return to
the First Principle, and a denial of its possibility is a denial of The Redemption.

man has his own particular part to play . This
part, or his vocation as it is termed, cannot be
performed by any other individual. It is
personal to him alone. It follows that if a
man does not do, or is prevented from doing,
his part, disorder enters into the world. Not
only is the man himself affected, but society
as a whole. Social dis-ease and personal
mi sery attend the non-fulfilment.
One of the most tragic features of rel igious and social history of the past fifty years
has been the impetus given to the violation of
this order in the sphere of labour by what is
known as "industrialism" : a system of work
which not only frustrates but denies to all but
few the usc of those powers by which men
chiefly serve God and perfect His Order-the
intellect and the will. The faculties which
distinguish man from the brute creation.
It was not until after the Great W ar of
1914-18 that "industrialism," or impersonal
labour, was generally accepted in England.
Before then its methods and products were
despised. The workm an under capitalism
was oppressed economicall y, but his work was
expected to be, and gerttrally was, done conscientiously : a matter which was then understood, but which for the most part under
industrialism is neither possible nor from the
point of view of the industrialist, desirable.
Conscientiousness springs from the conscience
and in this case means a reasoned judgment
on what is to be done for the good of the
work in hand and what is to be avoided. It
was understood, too, that what was good for
the work was good for the workman and for
society.
Under industria 1ism the conscience is
only called upon to act in relation to a supposed contract to supply certain ph ysical or
mental energy for a monetary return and not
in relation to the work itself, the final purpose, design and quality of which has already
been determined. A man is not free to offer
to God that which is not his own. A man's
work is only his own in so far as his reason
and will have freely co-operated in the work.
The reason and will under industrialism
reside in those who control. Consequently
the controlled are not free, not responsible.
The work is not imputable to them. They
cannot "sanctify" it, neither can the controllers, even though it be materially useful.
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A WARNING FROM THE NEW
WORLD
By SIR ALBERT HOWARD, C.I.E.
of the last century one
A Tofthethe beginning
most flourishing crops on the east

their wheat drew from it. When at last the
Ian? began to go on strike, the decline was
rapid and catastrophic. In less than twenty
years the raising of a normal crop had become
problemati~, and m any farmers gave up the
contest enurely.
The wheat midge, weevil and Hessian
flv, the. mildew and rust, which ravaged the
struggling plants were not, as is suggested
a.bove, a c~ntributory cause of the degenerauon, but srmply symptomatic of the widespread exhaustion of soil fertility. Nature, by
these ravages, ~as merely insisting that the
land must be gtven complete rest and time to
recuperate, and she gained her point. She
forced man to accede to her demands : the
acreage under wheat was markedly decreased.
He:e, then is a stern warning to all concerned tn the food production campaign ot
the pr~ent day. The call to grow more and
more whr:>t and other cereals has met with a
great, patrio:ic response, and with each year
that passes s~1l~ greater efforts are being made.
But we are ltvmg on the store.:'! up fertility of
the past-<>ur capital. Sooner or later-and
judging by the rapidity of the decline in Ne~
England, it may be much sooner than the
mos~ far-seeing would anticipate-the soil of
?ur Island must go on strike, unless we see to
1t th~t at le<1st as much energy is consumed in
puttmg back humus into the soil as is used in
extracting . o~r ever-incr~sing food crops.
The task IS Immense, but it is urgent. Let
?ld England take warning from the experIence of her children in the New World and
look to the land before it is too late.

coast of the United States of America was
wheat. The History of Agriculture in Northern United States, x62o-x86o, by Percy Wells
Bidwell, Ph.D. (published in 1941) quotes a
report from the State of Maine, printed in the
U nited States Patent Office Annual Report of
1843, as follows:"Twenty years .since, our land produced a fine crop of spnng wheat with as much
certainty as we looked for a crop of hay,
But this has sadly changed. Numerous
t'nemies have sprung up, among which
mildew, and rust, and the weevil are the
greatest, till the raising of a field of wheat
is viewed as an expenment. A majority of
our farmers have abandoned the tri;!l
.:ntirely."
Wh at was the cause of this almost incredible change from total success to total failure
in so short a period of time? A clue to the:
answer is contained in another extract from
this book, which deals with wheat-growing
in. New E~gland during the period x84o-x8so,
With spectal reference to the neighbouring
State of Vermont:"Several reasons were given for the
dec:ease in wheat . ~creage, chief among
which ~ere compeuuon from the west, soil
exhaust10n, and the repeated attacks of
wheat midge, rust and hessian fly. Vermont
re ~rted a large decline on her clay soil
ca used by the ravage of the midge and declining soil fertility."
From this it is obvious that the root cause
of the trouble was soil exhaustion. The colonization of Maine and the adjacent States took
place between 1629 and 1638. For almost two
hundred years the humus in those ri'ch, virgin
lands produced abundant healthy crops of
wheat to feed the colonists, but it seems clear
that they were living upon capital and not
putting back into· the soil . the riches which

When an international financier is confronted .by a hold-up man with a gun , he
automatically hands over not only his mone"
and jew~llery, ~ut also his shirt and pantZ,
because It doesn t occur to him that a robber
might draw the line somewhere.-Rex Stout
in Over My Dead Body.
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MEDIOCRITY AND SANCTITY
THE FUNCTION OF SAINTS AND

MARTYRS

By GEORGES BERNANOS•
(We tt'nder our apologies toM. Bernanos, and to the Editors of "The Commonweal,"
for reprod.ucing the substance of this important article without a permission precluded
by time and place. It is addressed to the English, and since (so far as we know)
the English Press, Catholic or secular, has refrained from reproduction or comment,
it is left for this modest publication to ensure that some modest fraction of the English
shall be enabled to heed its warning.-The Editor)
friends, the most dangerous
ENGLISH
shortsightedness consists in underestim-

predestined hearts. But all these pious conformists, scattered throughout the world,
whom you regard with indifference or irony,
if they cannot prevail again the precepts, can
very readily in the long run warp their practice and application.
If I may indulge myself in another metaphor, these people have no power over the
source of the river, but they securely control
its flow. To a believer like myself, this fact
has not the importance it should have in the
eyes of unbelievers. No sensible citizen, even
wen:: he an absolute stranger to all religious
dogma, can look with indifference upon a
species of men who, since they in large part
control the vocabulary of morals, bring weight
to bear upon very nearly the sum total of
consciences. The least shift in average
Christian opinion can have social and cultural
consequences of terrible gravity. Is it not
such a shift which to-day threatens to put the
genius of France, heir of Hellenic civilization,
at the service of inhuman humanism? You
are constantly being told, in the interests of
propaganda, that a return to Christian principles would save the world, and proof thereof
is supposedly supplied by quoting the sayings
of the New Testament. But principles, by
themselves, tan save no one; principles do not
save without men. It seems to me more accurate to say that, given a certain amount of
shifting, a certain degree of adulteration, good
principles will much more surely wreck the
world than bad. Believe me or not, as you
will! I do not ask you to share my faith. It
is for the good of societies now threatened that
I beg them to see the danger where it truly
lies, not in subversion by the Forces of Evil,
but in corruption of the Forces of Good.

ating the mediocre; mediocrity is a colourless
and odourless gas; allow it to accumulate
undisturbed, and suddenly is explodes with a
force beyond all belief. Many of you are
utterly disinterested in the future of Christianity, and such readers will find these pages
tedious indeed. Others have no concern
except with the external and material indications of its decay; every Sunday they count
on their fingers the parishioners present at
services. But the dire omen for all of usyes, for all of us, whether believers or unbelievers-is not that Christians should be less
numerous, but that the number of mediocre
Christians should increase. Smile, if you like,
at mediocre Christians; the power they still
can wield is vast.
All the learned academies in the universe
could solemnly convene for the purpose of
promulgating a new morality; the moment it
emerged from their mysterious crucibles, this
intellectual elixir would at once begin to lose
its potency . . . Whereas these mil:ions of
Christian men and women, were they even
more degenerate than they are, would have a
real and unquestionable right to a morality so
familiar for centuries to all consciences that it
has indeed become our conscience; nay, even
something more : it has penetrated our subconsciousness; it in some fashion informs our
instincts, it has become a morality made flesh.
Oh, I know that its precepts are recorded in
learned tomes, and that the charity which
gives it life ever beats in a certain number of
• An excerpt from "Plea !or Liberty" to be published by Pantheon Press (U.S.A.). Reproduced
from The Cammonweal of 17th December, 1943.
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Deplorable or not, there is nothing better
masses, seemingly held in such rigid disciwith which to oppose the new moralities than
pline by their pastors-those masses whom
Christian morality, and you would be quite • yo~ see marching in serried rank at Eucharmistaken if you thought the former can put
IStiC Congresses-would be of little worth in
up no valid arguments agai nst the latter, as
your. defence. What they display to you is
though the teachings of the Gospel were
nothtng, less than nothing a flaccid dough
mathematical axioms. In many ways, on the
in which you see not the l~aven. You hav~
contrary, the precepts of the Gospel constitute
eyes only for the xoung blades, the church
a paradox, a defiance; and in olden times,
wardens, the notabilities, the bands and drum
such they seemed. The sacredness of the
c?rps. Perhaps you may notice that baldachin,
human person is a thesis more difficult to
nchly ~domed like a banner, with its plumes
maintain than its opposite, the absolute deand fnnges? That also is nothing. Under
pendence of the individ~al upon the comthat baldachin is a tiny white Host certainly
munity. It appears that 1fi Germany they are
invisible from the seat you occup~. Good.
beginning to rid themselves of the sick and of
Don't . e~pect me· now to spread myself in
the mentally unsound by means of euthanso~l-stmmg, heart-touching periods; what I
asia. For the same reasons one might also
t~mk about something which is a thousand
destroy many other less damaged products but
times dearer to me than life itself does not
products which are likely to cost Society more
concern you; I haven't the least intention of
than they are worth.
converting you or edifying you; I hope only
For analogollj reasons, one might be led
to make myself understood by every reasonto wipe out a certain proportion of the poor,
able man, that is, by every man capable of
e pecially those whom a long family history
accepting in good faith the results of human
of poverty leaves with. little likelihood of
experience.
beincr able, through thetr own resources, to
bette~ their lot. After all, this kind of purge
There is, then, this tiny Host. And furof the ill-clad is fully as justified as the purge
thermore there are, lost here and there in this
of the Wrong-Thinking. Were you not
gr.eat crowd, people . '~ho move along, surely
Christians, did there not course through your
Without your not1cmg them-timid old
veins the blood of ancient Christianity, such a
priests, men, women, little children-whether
procedure would no more trouble your connaughty or not, what matters it! Do not
sciences than the murder of a slave would
seek them out among those who show the
formerly have upset a citizen of Rome or of
~>vhites of ~heir eyes or swallow their tongues
Carthage. And if you undertake to conquer
m expresswns of ecstacy. What dwells in
this ferocious logic merely with the Letter of
their hearts rarely betrays itself through their
the Gospel, my dear friends, you are forefeatures; moreover, they do not know what
doomed to defeat. The Devil is the greatest
they have in their hearts; that, God knows.
of logicians; there is no logic like unto the
Between the white host and these human
logic of Hell. Expect, then, no help from the
beings, so little worthy the notice of spectators
Letter. The Spirit alone can save you.
or the camera's lense, there is a mysterious
Believers or unbelievers, .every weakeninterchange. Here is what matters; I have
ing of the Christian spirit is a catastrophe for
the honour to assure you, here is what mateach one of you. In the face of the peril which
ters. However you may choose to explain the
threatens us all, we are all in the same boat,
fact, the fact is evident, it has always been
we shall save ourselves or we shall perish toevident throughout the centuries. The momgether. The word charity has for many of
ent a threat arises, not against the treasures of
the Church or its dignities, but against its
you perhaps no very precise meaning; no
matter. Every particle of Christ's divine
faith, the poor insignificant wretches I speak
of become Martyrs-you know this as well as
charity is to-day more precious for your securI do. They quietly say No! to the Powers of
ity-for your security, I say-than all the
this world to whom the very day before they
specie in the vaults of the American governstill humbly paid their respects; and, what is
ment. Without that charity, the Christian
13

trarlinp-, }OU separate l~cr frc:.1 that
which cons~itutcs her real power. Here, I
r:.:peat, is no question of m ysticism, but of
ever have the clerical
hard experience.
factions among us had at their disposal m ore
po:<,nt weapons than they had throughout the
List years preceding the outbreak of this war.
They had a hand in everything, as the saying
goes. And how many hands they had ! The
forthcoming liquidation of their ch ildish
national rev_olution will demonstrate to you
that I was nght not to take a penny on their
chances.
I thoroughly understand the reasoning of
realistic policies. It in no way proposes to
establish a Christian society; it merely expects
';uistians to defend its own society. It
85:.umcs that the millions of parishioners
bcckckcd with blue, ye:low, green, red ribbons and posted in line by the Jesuit Fathers
will furnish it with excellent recruits. A despe-:lte m istake, r:1y dear friends. The charact,~ristically human value of these parishioners
; : \cry much lower than you esteem it. Allow
me again to inform you that a mediocre
Christian is a very indifferent sort of fellow,
gcneraliy inferior to no matter what unbclieve:- of comparable status, for he finds himself
;n co.1tr:1cliction to the truth he professes, and
he c?n only resolv~ such a contradiction by
casu.stry and fe1gmng. You count upon him
to defend our society, and he reasons after the
same pattern : he counts on your society to
defend him. You are each other's dupes because eac.11 of you ,hopes to give much ) less
than he will receive. In short, collaboration
with the Ch urch is for the realist a Last
Resort, whereas col laboration with the realists
is for the Church ::: Lesse · Evil. A nd this
~pcctacle is or:e of the most bitter! y comic
I~istory has ever witnessed.
~m.orl

more, th~ 1 • o they set up ag:1imt them is a~
humbl:: as w::ts the respect they paid them,
but it is implacable, umwcrvablc, inexorable.
The sweet obstinacy of these predestinate
has cau:;cd more blood to f1ow-their own
blood-than all the pride of conquerors. AnJ
what is even more surpri;ing-:~ccount for it
a~ you wi!l-wc then behold the flaccid dough
of which they were the leaven work and swell
and rise. The bigoted become forgiving and
charitable; the miserly become spendthrift;
the c:1suists become as open-hearted as little
child.re:1; the c:.:utious gbd~y take risks;
polil;cal prei~tes looe tht:;ir gu ile; and the
t}ra!:ts, m~stcrs of pa!acts an:.! kingly chaml:t:~s raved ;n gold, sudden!y dumbfounded ,
anguished, t~rrilied, hear the old Church now
rejuvenated sing:r:g 1n the depth~ of the
c:::~acombs.

Oh, I ask your pardon! You have e\ cry
right to reprove rne for this lyric strain-since
i1. is not at all the poet in you whom I seek
to move. I co.._.:, l just as well have said it
more simp:y: c ,ly in days of trial does
Christianity ~ ield tPC precise measure of its
streng~h . 1'-- ot that 2dversity gives it strength,
but rather th;:t adve:·~i~y once again sets everyo:1c in his proper place, with the saints at the
forefront of all. Hence I haYe the right to
conclude that if, in the face of the peril which
threatens the wor:d, you arc perfect!y entitled
to usc the Church-the Church is at the service of 211; she contemplates with Mary, she
doe not di ~dai n with Martha to bake the
·brc:ld of the poor-there is no need for you to
wi sh her the r-crsecution which makes her
divi ne-such a -wish would scarcely be charitable-but it is :::bsolutcly necessary that you
wish her heroes and saints.
The Church is a great temporal power,
true enough. You avidly count up the number of her militants, of her propaganda organisations, of her newspapers, of her avowed or
secret political influence, of her vast resources.
All this is, of course, far from negligible; but
for this you will pay too high a price, you will
be cheated. Whoever undertakes to m ake use
of the Church for realistic ends, in a spirit of
realism, will a~ways get the worst of the bargain. Precisely to the extent that you think
you have secured her to yourself by means of

English friends, as last I am coming to
the end of my lengthy message. I send it to
you, like the others, from the depths of m v
solitude. And when I speak to you, I speak
to my own; I can only hope that you-you
who are free-will transmit it to the remain!ng free men in my country. If I were dwellmg among you, perhaps I should not have
dared .to write it: Here are pages and pages
where1n the subjeCt carried me further than
14

I \\'Ould have gone of my own ~1ccord bm
what is \Vrittcn will remain written; I 'shall
noi .go back on it. You have 1~ot been reading
a b1l~ of particulars <!.r .1 bnd of an)thing
cbe Ill some conventiOnal rhetorical form.
'ct if I am not to survive my 11ation 's disaster
long enough to sec the day of justice dawn
at least you will have heard the dcath-rattl~
of a French conscience.
. Englis~me~, you w~uld perhaps greatly
hke to beheve, tn the ve1led hope of reassuring yourselves about the future, that our
universal plight is the work of a small number
of individuals, as political and worldly chitchat constantly informs you. Or else, as the
oracles in prophetic guise would have it this
calamity has deep moral causes, so deep that
then and there you judge it useless to accompany these gentlemen in their profound investigations. As far as I am concerned, I have
had my fill of gossip and rumour; I have had
more than my fill of academic dissertations
larded with terms which mean nothing to the
populace and which give one the illusion that
the fate of the world is presently being determined in philosophic congresses.
Oh English! Oh my English friends!
may you listen to the appeal of a simple man,
who owes his little modicum of insight to
loyalty and love. Do not pity France I "I
want none of your pity," she will tell you,
"not because it humiliates me but because it
makes you run the danger of going astray."
• Englishmen, Englishmen, don't think that
you are quit of this catastrophe because of
your pity; understand the lesson it teaches
you. As long as I live, I shall repeat that.my
country's moral defeat must be blamed upon
those who were the natural guatdians· o£-iuconscience, and the proof that they went bankrupt is that we see them cynically exploiting
that bankruptcy to their own profit. The same
breed of men will to-morrow exploit your
victory. Suppose a miracle, or some unforeseeable event-the stroke of genius of a military chieftain, the discovery of some engineer,
anything you like-had last year won us the
victory; those same elites who call themselves
"national," those "right-thinking" bourgeois,
those generals, those admirals, those members
of the Academy, those Archbishops who to-

day would have us look upon Mr. Hitler as
the providential instruments for a\'enging
th~:m,. would then he strutting about panophed 1~ ou.r honour just as they now strut
panophed m our shame. For months now
English friends, the leaders of the democrac:
ies frc~ly talk a~ou.t Christian principles. May
t~ey d1strust pnnc1ples! Our elites had prinCiples, they crawled with principles as a corpse
crawls with maggots.
Be not surprised that a Catholic talks to
you in such ~ash ion; it is precisely because I
am a Cathohc that I do so. My Church is
the Church of the Saints. The cult of the
Saints scan~alises many of you, who believe
them the pnsoners of the Church. Rather it
is ~he Chur~h. who is their prisoner, their ro~al
pnsoner. L1v1ng, they gave everything. Dead,
they create for. the Church a living tradition,
they are her wltnesses and her judges. It was
a mere pastime for the Doctors of the Law
the Scribes and the Pharisees to overwh~
Jeanne d'Arc with their dialectic. But they
are dead, whereas their victim is ever living,
beyond the possibility of life and honour being denied her. To-day she is much more
embarrassing to their eminences Cardinals
Baudrillart and Gerlier than she would have
been embarrassing to them of old, at Rouen;
and I need not tt'll you why. To the least
sentcnu: -5p0ken by this frail daughter of
Lorraine, obstinate like all who belong to her
race, by this diminutive page boy of the Lord,
truly as bold as a page boy-one would not
dare say bras~-whose every action, whose
every word constituted a defiance to the Wise,
to the Prudent, to the Politician-to her least
sentence we now find the Wisest of the Wise,
the Politicians-!
most Political
---=-._._
a solemn,
irrevocable
natural value, a doctrinal valiue:=t~hc.Je:1s
sentence fallen from her lips, which the
at her trial have transmitted to us across the
centuries, Not that she was learned enough,
poor girl, to define the Fatherland, Honour,
an Oath, a Just War, but the Doctors who
n~ays undertake to define such matters
cannot avoid writing as though in her presence, under that same proud, innocent,
slightly mockin~glance which formerly she

human institution; old age :.1nd the spirit of
old age seem as powerful within her as elsewhere. Disabuse yourselves. Our Church is
indeed the only one in which childhood is not
the \.vard of old age, but rather the aged arc
the wards of the children. Is it not stirring
to think that even to-day, when my country's
Church more than ever yields herself to the
cold speculations of senile prudence; she at
the same time exalts to such heights two
young girls-Saint Joan of Arc and Saint
Theresa of Lisieux?

hcsto \'ed upon her Judges. Do you understand all that? Those among us who hence• f<.rtb \v~uld \'Cnturc certain justifications of
' d~fe;nr..m, buttressing themselves upon the
continuingly mysterious words of the Gospel,
"Those who live hy the sword shall perish by
the sword," should first of all begin afresh the
Rouen trial; and that they no longer can do.
Our Church is the Church of the Saints.
Englishmen ! Americans! Christians of
the Reformed Religion, it is true enough that
from afar our Church looks like any other

HALF-NAKED TRUTH
THE

-

Journal of the Royal Agricultural
Society of England for 1943 is a massive
publication filled largely with the assumption
that mechanisation and chemical manures arc
now essential to good farming. So powerful
is truth, however, that the distinguished contributors destroy th-;ir own case almost unconsciously.
Thus Sir John Russell, discussing Soils
..__
~ili.fers on page 62, says: "Another
question oftcn~~ers' discussions
is how long the soils and th~Ul....illlDd
the strain of the present intensive efforts. . .
There seems no reason why ~c soil should
not stand up indefinitely so long as lime, fertilisers and manure can be supplied."
In other words, we can go on if our livestock is abundant enough to produce the
manure. That is, if our farms are both mixed
to carry the liYcstock, and small to carry the.
m:wure to where it is wantcrl. 1f .Sir john
carried his own :>rc;ume!1t to a conclusion, he
WP''ld ha\'e to agree that arable survival is
' incompatible with large mechanised farms.
On page 63 he says: "Dealing with the
question of yield, in all our agricultural activities we are bound to aim at high output per
man in order to be able to pay the necessary
w:.1ges. Usually high output per man goes
with something less than the h~est output
per acre; and A. W. Ashby arg(ies that this is
a usual relation, and we must not expect the
highest yields per acre.".

In other words, mechanisation is incompatible with that highest yield per acre incumbent upon a small country with a large population.
The point is driven home by S. J. Wright
discussing Farm Implements and Machinery.
On page 67 he says: "Except in. the case of
cereal crops, the elimination of hand labour
has hardly been touched, and the potential
financial benefits to he gained by extending
mechanisation in this direction are altogether
- -great:e-r than those already gained by the elimination of animal power."
The operative word is financial, for on
the next page he has a table comparing two
farms of the same size and capitaL one highly
mechanised and the other not. The "horsetradition:ll farm" (Mr. Wright's words) shows
~-n gross income per acre more than fifty per
cent. above that of the mechanised one. This
can only mean th::.t the products from the
horse farm were fifty per cent. more than
those of the other.
The unkindest cut of all is delivered by
Mr. G. W. Robinson, who, in opening a
learned article on The Use of Lime, says of
the practice of our forefathers (p. 136) "These
dressings were generally applied in considerable quantities. For example, at Rothamsted,
a hundred tons or more per acre must have
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